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Tom, My guess is that Grove was referring to your memo to us on the course ofevents. Fortunately I was out 

of the country from Sept.27-Oct.6 so didn't haveto worry about any calls. It appears that we are part of his 

story only becausewe can offer him information on Hersh. Hersh is his subject! I'm not sure just how you and 

Jeremy have divided the work but, as usual, Ihave some concerns, two in particular. First, I think we should 

finish some ofthe projects that have been around for so long. Let's bring to "closure" theLBJ library for 

example, including some decisions on tapes, etc. which wereplayed for us three years ago and have yet to be 

opened. Second, I'm concernedabout the fact that our new (and eager) people have been trained to do 

thesequestered collections. Other records are out there to be reviewed like theoriginal batch. I think the 

Board should continue to have a hand in the reviewprocess. After all, that is our purpose. I think a bit of 

fatigue has set inand the Board is ready to wind down. I share that feeling, but I also thinkthat since we are 

faced with another year we should continue our oversight. New subject: I was asked by the editor of the OAH 

Newsletter (site of Kermit's long piece) if there were some representative documents they could print 

toillustrate the work of the ARRB. This would provide us with a good way to showhistorians that we have 

created a terrific research collection for them. ButI am not sure how this can be done. That is, we need half 

dozen records thatcan be tied by a brief narrative so that they can make sense. Have any ideas?See you 

Tuesday. Anna
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